
Hey Everyone,

Welcome to edition number 250 of our monthly newsletter on all the visa 
changes we are aware of 

A Federal election has been called for the 18th May 2019, so there will be no 
more legislative changes between now and then. Also many of the recent 
announcements will be subject to in any incoming government supporting 
those changes, or possibly disallowance motions being supported through the 
senate.

At this stage it looks like the opposition Labor government are likely to win the 
election. For those people into betting odds they are around a 4 in 5 chance of 
winning. If they do win the general consensus is that Labor support the 
economic bene�ts of a higher permanent migration program, but not so much 
the many temporary visa holders (students etc) having large work rights. As they 
argue that dilutes wage growth in semi skilled occupations. We will wait, see and 
report what happens.

Also remember if you want top quality professional help with your application, 
email us to migration@iscah.com  at any time.

On to the latest updates …
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This report has now been tabled and the major recommendations are below 
Recommendation 1
2.85 The committee recommends that the bill be amended to remove subsection 23(3A), that there be no 
particular limitation placed on attempts to sit a citizenship test, and that – consistent with the committee’s 
2017 inquiry – any attempts made following the �rst three attempts be conducted on a cost-recovery basis.
Recommendation 2
2.86 The committee recommends that the English-language standards required under the bill be amended 
consistent with the committee’s 2017 recommendation of IELTS 5.
Recommendation 3
2.87 The committee recommends that the Senate not pass the bill in the current form.

The full report is here - 
https://www.aph.gov.au/~/media/Committees/legcon_ctte/Citizenshipbill2018/Report.pdf

1) Report on possible Citizenship changes in Parliament
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2) State migration updates to occupation lists

ACT
https://www.sbs.com.au/yourlanguage/hindi/en/article/2019/03/18/act-updates-its-occupation-list?

NSW 
RDA Northern Inland NSW 489 visa - 
Have just added the following criteria for Registered Nurses - 
From Monday, 1 April, 2019, applications for Registered Nurse occupations must provide evidence 
(employment contract/reference letter and a payslip) showing employment in a health related position in 
Northern Inland NSW. Applications that do not satify this requirement will be unsuccessful.

RDA Central West (NSW) reopens for 489 nominations –
And list of closed occupations
https://rdacentralwest.org.au/visas/visa-489

This was added to the NSW state sponsorship page yesterday - 
Regional Skills Relocation Grant Program - 
Expression of Interest (EOI) are available for skilled workers in metropolitan areas to register their details, 
occupation and interest in the NSW regions they would consider relocating to.
Information provided in the EOI form will be o�ered to businesses deemed eligible under the Regional Skills 
Relocation Grant to help match skilled workers with businesses seeking their skills. Submission of the EOI 
form does not guarantee a role with a regional NSW business.
Visit the NSW Skilled Occupations List for an overview of the eligible occupations.
https://www.industry.nsw.gov.au/live-and-work-in-nsw/visas-and-immigration/skilled-nominated-migration
-190

Northern Inland (NSW) close 489 sponsorships - 
Message from their website - we will no longer be accepting applications for sponsorship.Applications 
received before this date will still be assessed for nomination, but may not be nominated by the NSW State 
Government until after the 1st of July 2019. We will be prioritising according to need and urgency in relation 
to an applicant's current visa expiry and the date the application was received.
Our normal application process will resume from the 1st of July 2019
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3) WA 190/489 Invitation results 12th April 2019

The pro�le of the last invited EOIs from the April 2019 SNMP Graduate Stream invitation round.

Last invited EOI – Visa subclass 190
Bachelor Degree
5 Australian Work experience
0 Overseas work experience
10 English points
65 Total points
EOI submission date 10/04/2019

Last invited EOI – Visa subclass 489
Bachelor Degree
5 Australian Work experience
0 Overseas work experience
10 English points
75 Total points
EOI submission date 08/09/2018

During the selection and ranking process the number of invitations issued to applicants with the nominated 
occupation 221111 Accountant (General) was restricted, due to the high representation of this occupation 
in the eligible EOIs. The pro�le of the last invited EOI with this nominated occupation was as follows.

489 – Accountant
PhD / Masters
0 Australian work experience
0 Overseas work experience
20 points for english
90 points
EOI submission date 15/03/2019
This occupation remains available for nomination, however, this may change for future rounds. Any change 
in the status of the occupation will be communicated via the Migration Portal.

Things to note:
• During the ranking process work experience was considered by points indicated in eligible EOIs and 
factored in both on and o�shore work experience, with priority given to eligible EOIs with Australian work 
experience;
• For the selection and ranking process we use the date that the EOI was �rst created (initial submitted date), 
not the ‘Date of E�ect’.
(next selection round is likely to be the 16th May 2019)

(Source: WA State government)
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4) DHA processing times for lodged visa applications

Visa Processing times for LODGED applications updated –
https://immi.homea�airs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/visa-processing-times/global-visa-processing-times

5) PM’s own expert slams plan to cut migrant numbers

Demand for workers is so high that capping immigration numbers won't work, the PM's own expert says.
Scott Morrison’s hand-picked immigration expert has slammed the Prime Minister’s plan to put a new cap 
on arrivals, warning it won’t make any di�erence to congestion in Sydney and Melbourne.
The architect of the original modelling that determines Australia’s immigration cap of 190,000 a year, 
Professor Peter McDonald, told The New Daily that demand for labour was so strong in the two big capital 
cities that Mr Morrison’s plan to cut immigration to 160,000 would not work.

“I don’t think it will make a di�erence,” he said. “I think the demand is so strong for labour they will get it from 
somewhere, perhaps New Zealand.”
Professor McDonald is the emeritus professor of demography at the ANU’s Crawford School of Public Policy. 
He was asked by the Prime Minister to brief COAG on the issue last year.
While Australia currently has a cap of 190,000, the actual intake is much lower with the government cutting 
migration by stealth in the past year to 168,000. As such, a formal cut to 160,000 – as the government is 
understood to be considering – does not represent a signi�cant di�erence.

Perhaps of even greater concern, Professor McDonald warned that any new cap would also �ow through to 
family reunion migration and could open the door to legal challenges that could cost taxpayers millions.
The number of people that can migrate to Australia each year under family reunion provisions is linked to 
the skilled migration intake. If the overall intake goes down, it will cause further blowouts to waiting lists.
“There’s currently 80,000 people who are waiting to become a permanent resident,” Professor McDonald 
said.
“They have paid $500 million in fees to the government and they are still waiting.”

Asked if he believed these people could consider a legal challenge against the government, Professor 
McDonald said: “Yes, I do”.
“The cap was put on children as well originally, and that was taken o� by the courts,” he said.

If you read the Migration Act, it says no cap on spouses. Well, e�ectively by linking family reunion to skilled 
migration they are setting an e�ective cap.”
“As the pipeline continues to grow, it will blow out waiting times. People are already waiting for two years.”
There are also di�erent rules for the spouses of Australian citizens than for permanent residents.

“We are running a discriminatory immigration program because spouses of permanent residents get 
permanent residency automatically but spouses of Australian citizens have to wait,” Professor McDonald said.

(Source; www.thenewdaily.com.au)
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O�cial 2019/20 Migration Program Levels Released

Following the government’s announcement that the migration program will have an upper limit of 160,000 for 
2019/2020 and the introduction of two new regional visa streams the new planning levels for 2019/2020 have 
been released .
The important features being the slashing of the independent points test (189) from 43,990 to just 18,652.
When you take out the New Zealand citizens as part of this (maybe around 2000) and take into account the 
average application has 1.6 people on it that equates to around 10,400 invitations for the points tested 189s. Or 
around 870 invitations per round. That will mean more points will be needed and longer waits at each point level 
for all occupations.
We will crunch some numbers later this week as to what that may do to the invitation times for a 189 invite.
Remember there is a new regional visa pathway here that will alleviate some of the upwards pressure on points 
needed for those who choose that. As well it is highly likely the Labor party will win the May 2019 Federal Election 
and they may have their own views about the migration program

2019-20 Migration program planning levels

Skill stream
Employer Sponsored 30,000
Skilled Independent 18,652
Regional 23,000
Skilled Employer Sponsored 9,000
Skilled Work Regional 14,000
State/Territory Nominated 24,968
Business Innovation & Investment program 6,862
Global Talent 5,000
Distinguished Talent 200

Skill Total 108,682

Family Stream
Partner 39,799
Parent 7,371
Other Family 562
Family Total 47,732
Special Eligibility 236
Child (estimate; not subject to a ceiling) 3,350
Total 160,000

(Source: DHA)

6) O�cial 2019/2020 Migration Program numbers released
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7) New DAMA agreements signed and update 
on Warrnambool DMA

https://minister.homea�airs.gov.au/davidcoleman/Pages/dama-�ll-sa-skill-gap.aspx
https://minister.homea�airs.gov.au/davidcoleman/Pag-
es/�ve-year-great-south-coast-migration-agreement-begins.aspx
https://minister.homea�airs.gov.au/davidcoleman/Pages/nsw-orana-region-dama.aspx
https://www.warrnambool.vic.gov.au/sites/warrnambool.vic.gov-
.au/�les/documents/business/resources/DAMA%20presentation.pdf

(Source: DHA and Victorian state government)

8) Labor party policies for Immigration

Speech by opposition (Labor) shadow minister for Immigration
http://www.iscah.com/wp_�les/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/078W1531.pdf?

9) Iscah visa videos 

In this episode we talk about why the Skilled migration program has been reduced, the new Regional visa, 
and what Labor might do if they win the May 2019 Federal Election.
http://www.iscah.com/201920-migration-program-video-special/

Episode 14 - FOUR answers in 5 minutes
(31st March 2019)This episode is about 190, 489 , partner visas and the new regional visa.
http://www.iscah.com/episode-14-four-visa-answers-5-minutes
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Australia needs both home-grown and migrant engineering talent if it to continue to prosper
Australia must face the fact that reducing and toughening rules on skilled immigration - amid a polarising 
and sometimes poisonous political debate about foreign workers - is damaging our economic competitive-
ness.

For evidence, look no further than the new residential Opal Tower in Sydney that was evacuated on Christ-
mas Eve. As the joint-lead investigator appointed by the NSW government, our expert engineering report 
found design and construction faults led to the structural damage that forced so many people out of their 
homes over the Christmas period.
During the investigation, we looked broadly at the sector and it became very apparent to me that many 
companies and work sites are severely challenged in recruiting the necessary technical skills to complete 
construction and infrastructure projects, particularly roles requiring high levels of education.

Some of these skills include infrastructure design, civil engineers and project engineers. The problem does 
not a�ect all Australian cities alike, but it is a symptom of the overall imbalances we now experience in 
providing enough skilled supply to meet the demand for engineering and technology-related jobs across 
the country.

Long-term prospects
Every year, of the engineers who enter the workforce, 37 per cent come from Australian universities and 63 
per cent come from overseas, predominantly as permanent and temporary skilled migrants. One good 
option is to bring in more foreign students, especially for engineering. But we need to make their long-term 
migration prospects easier, not harder.
There are large numbers of people who graduate in science subjects, but their employment numbers in the 
�eld are low, 65 per cent in 2018. On the other hand, fewer students start and complete engineering and 
technology-related degrees, but their employment rates are very high at 83 per cent.

The simple fact is that without more skilled migration to �ll in and drive new growth, our best and brightest 
domestic talent and companies will go overseas themselves, as many business leaders have warned. This 
leads to a shrinking of our knowledge and technical capability, and leaves Australia too reliant on our 
primary industries such as mining and farming to prop up national prosperity.
Prime Minister Scott Morrison's announcement in March this year of the government's new national popu-
lation policy outlined a cut of 30,000 to overall immigration numbers and requires skilled migrants to live 
outside major cities for three years before they can apply for permanent residency.

Unmet demand
Such a measure makes it harder to �nd people for our unmet demand. Federal Labor, in its manifesto 
released late last year, prioritises locals over foreigners for skilled work, even though it acknowledges the 
important role migration and skilled immigrants play in the economy.

10) Media article about lack of Engineering 
and IT skills in Australia

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Telstra CEO Andy Penn and Atlassian founder Mike Cannon-Brookes have made impassioned calls for more 
skilled workers to be brought into Australia and for more training and upskilling, and warned that our 
country risks losing our most successful companies and skilled workers to overseas locations that o�er them 
better support and prospects.
Cannon-Brookes fronted a Senate committee on the Future of Work and Workers last year and said "technol-
ogy businesses are in a global war for talent and we're losing the battle". He knows this, because he's on the 
front line.

With its broad-based skill sets around computers, design, technology and problem-solving, engineering is 
probably the one profession that matters most to Australia's economic future right now. The world's biggest 
businesses are now the tech companies, with arti�cial intelligence (AI) driving their growth.

But the profession is facing an existential crisis in Australia. This is a crossroad year for the sector and Austra-
lia needs to face up to some home truths if we are to reverse the severe shortage of engineers required to 
meet workforce needs.

In practice, this is leading to a decline in the international leadership and standing of Australian engineering 
and related skill sets. Where once we led the world - think breakthroughs like Cochlear implants, black box 
�ight recorders, the pacemaker and robotic mining - we are now watching important breakthroughs that 
almost always come from our global competitors.
Consulting �rm McKinsey & Company's team in Australia released a report in March  that said the wide-
spread adoption of automation across the economy will be much more disruptive than most Australians 
expect.

Knowledge and capability
It estimates 46 per cent of current work activities in Australia could be automated by 2030 but this could 
help drive "a renaissance in productivity, income and economic growth", amounting to a $4 trillion boost to 
the economy over the next 15 years.

Let's face it, robots, or AI, are taking over jobs, starting with factory-based blue-collar and soon some 
white-collar roles. As AI moves from taking over the brawn work into brain work, Australia needs to position 
itself so it has the knowledge and capability to lead and in�uence new job creation and global business and 
services.
The �nal report of the Senate committee on the future of work called on the Australian government to 
"commit to a long-term plan to prepare Australian workers, business and the economy for coming techno-
logical change" and the prosperity of the nation.

(Source: Australian Financial Review)
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Labor promises changes to temporary work visas 

Labor is proposing to abolish two di�erent occupations lists and replace it with one skills list with a pathway 
to permanent residency if elected. 
Federal Labor says the Coalition government’s Short-Term Skilled Occupation List (STSOL) and Medium and 
Long-Term Strategic Skills List (MLTSSL) will be abolished if it wins the upcoming federal elections.
The Shadow Minister for Immigration, Shayne Neumann MP, announced the move during an address to the 
Absolute Immigration Forum on March 19 in Sydney.
“Labor will abolish the Government’s Short-Term Skilled Occupation List and Medium and Long-Term 
Strategic Skills List. If elected, a Labor Government will replace these lists with one Skills Shortage 
Occupations List with pathways to permanent residence,” Mr Neumann said in his address.

He said Labor will establish a new, independent, labour market testing body – the Australian Skills Authority.

“The Australian Skills Authority – or the ASA – will be responsible for determining genuine skills needs and 
restrict temporary work visas to only those areas of genuine need,” he said.
“There are almost 1.6 million temporary visa holders with work rights in Australia, with too many employers 
turning to temporary work visas in an attempt to undercut local jobs, wages and conditions.
“This needs to change and business needs to �x its focus to local workers.

“Labor is committed to reforming the temporary skilled visa system to improve fairness and equity, so we 
can level the playing �eld for Australian workers,” he said.

“Any changes will impact skilled Indian migrants”
Indian migrants have emerged as the biggest source of migrants to Australia in recent years.
The latest �gures by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) �gures reveal 20 per cent of those on 
temporary skilled work visas in 2016 were born in India and 20 per cent of total migrants in 2016-17 came 
from India.

Any changes to the migration program will impact Indian skilled migrants, registered migration agent Rohit 
Mohan says.
“Abolishing two di�erent occupations list and replacing it with one occupations list with a pathway to 
permanent residency is an important announcement and is bound to a�ect Indian migrants,” Mr Mohan 
told SBS Hindi.

“Right now, Australia is one of the most sought-after countries for Indians wishing to migrate abroad 
because of its quality of life and social security.
“But whether a new single occupation list will bene�t Indian migrants will depend on how exhaustive the 
list is. Right now, we have di�erent lists and not everyone is eligible for permanent residency.
“If the proposed new list brings provides those on Short Term list with permanent residency option, it will 
de�nitely bene�t. But if the eligible occupations are reduced, it may have an adverse e�ect” Mr Mohan says.

11) Labor party changes to temporary work visas

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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"Abolishing 457 visa has bene�tted Australia"
The Coalition government replaced the 457 work visa with a new Temporary Skill Shortage (TSS) visa the 
new Subclass 482 visa in March 2018.
Minister for Immigration, Citizenship and Multicultural A�airs David Coleman has said Australians have 
bene�ted from visa changes which have made it harder to bring skilled migrants to Australia on temporary 
work visas. 

The new Temporary Skill Shortage or the 482 Visa is available in two streams – a short term (2-year visa) and 
medium term (4-year visa with a pathway to permanent residency) and it requires mandatory work 
experience besides tightened English language requirements for the longer duration visa.

The short-term stream of the visa does not provide a pathway to permanent residency and can be renewed 
only once.
Applicants are also required to obtain a positive skill assessment before they can apply for the visa. 
In �ve years, the number of overseas workers almost halved from 130,000 in 2013 to 70,000 in 2017.

The minister attributed the growth in new jobs to the government's visa reforms.
“More than one million new jobs have been created since the Coalition was elected �ve years ago and our 
reforms to close loopholes in the visa system have played an important part,” Minister Coleman said last year.

 (Source: www.sbs.com.au)



http://www.iscah.com/wp_�les/wp-content/up-
loads/2019/03/Skilled-Visa-eNews-Special-Edition-March-2019.pdf

DOHA website on the new 491/494 regional visas
https://immi.homea�airs.gov.au/what-we-do/regional-migration

12) Details of the new 5 year regional 491/494 visas

An EXCELLENT article on the current net migration discussion
https://johnmenadue.com/abul-rizvi-driving-down-net-migration-part-1/

https://johnmenadue.com/abul-rizvi-migration-confusion-again-part-2

And another on the many issues DHA are messing up
https://johnmenadue.com/abul-rizvi-questions-ahead-of-home-a�airs-meeting-that-never-happened

Problems with the new regional visas
https://johnmenadue.com/abul-rizvi-new-regional-visas-a-recipe-for-exploitation-and-destitution/

13) Media article on the current migration numbers debate
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Young Australians will more easily be able to holiday, work and study in Greece with reciprocal Work and 
Holiday arrangements set to commence on 1 July 2019.
Five hundred places each will be available annually for young Australians and Greeks to visit each other’s 
country for up to twelve months.

Minister for Immigration, Citizenship and Multicultural A�airs, David Coleman, said he appreciated the e�orts 
of visiting Greek Deputy Foreign Minister, Terens Quick, in �nalising the arrangement.
“The Morrison Government is committed to the working holiday program which provides regional areas and 
farmers with access to more workers,” Mr Coleman said.
“Australia enjoys a great friendship with Greece and there has been much interest from Greece in participat-
ing in the Work and Holiday visa program. This announcement will provide more opportunities for work and 
cultural exchange between our nations.”

While on their �rst visa, Greek nationals may undertake speci�ed work in regional areas to become eligible 
for a second Work and Holiday visa and extend their stay.
The option of a third year stay will also be available to them if they undertake six months of regional work in 
their second year in Australia.

The Work and Holiday visa requires �rst-time Greek applicants to hold or be studying towards tertiary 
quali�cations and to have a functional level of English.
The commencement of the arrangement with Greece will take the number of countries participating in the 
Working Holiday Maker program to 43.

(Source: DHA)

14) Greece added to the working holiday arrangements
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Bill Shorten has promised a Labor government led by him would make it easier for Chinese immigrants to 
bring their family to Australia.
The Opposition Leader made the pledge as he delivered an address to 500 Chinese-speaking voters on a 
WeChat live online forum.
If enacted, his social media promise could mark the biggest change to Australia's immigration system since 
1996, when former Liberal prime minister John Howard changed the balance from family reunion to skilled 
migrants. 

Bill Shorten (pictured with Labor candidate Jennifer Yang) has promised a Labor government led by him 
would make it easier for Chinese immigrants to bring their family to Australia
In a Wednesday WeChat audio message, seen by The Australian, Mr Shorten vowed to make it easier for 
immigrants to obtain visas for their ageing parents.
Under this new temporary sponsored visa, immigrants would be allowed to bring one set of parent to 
Australia.
'Labor wants to make sure you never have to pick which parents you want to bring to Australia,' Mr Shorten 
said on WeChat, in a forum where he gave one-minute audio answers to questions submitted and translated 
from Chinese.

A spokeswoman for Mr Shorten stressed a Labor government would not be returning to the immigration 
balance under former Labor prime minister Paul Keating, which favoured family reunion over skilled migra-
tion.  
The Opposition Leader made the pledge as he delivered an address to 500 Chinese-speaking voters on the 
WeChat live streaming service (Chinese New Year in Sydney pictured)
'A temporary sponsored parent visa is a temporary visa and does not impact the permanent migration 
program,' she told Daily Mail Australia on Thursday. 
'Labor has no plans to change the balance of the permanent migration program.' 
Mr Shorten's bid for the Chinese vote was made just days after Labor lost the New South Wales election, 
following revelations the party's former state leader Michael Daley had told a politics in the pub forum at the 
Blue Mountains, west of Sydney, that Asians were taking the jobs of young Australians.
Video playing bottom right...

'Our young children will �ee and who are they being replaced with? They are being replaced by young 
people from typically Asia with PhDs,' the then-deputy Labor leader said in September last year.
'So there's a transformation happening in Sydney now where our kids are moving out and foreigners are 
moving in and taking their jobs.'Mr Shorten gave answers on WeChat to Chinese voters 
In the state election, Labor went backwards in the Liberal Party's most marginal seat of East Hills, in 
south-west Sydney, and also had a swing against it in nearby Oatley.
Both seats, with a high Asian population, overlap with the marginal federal Liberal electorate of Banks, which 
Immigration Minister David Coleman holds by a slender 1.4 per cent margin.
Mr Shorten has this week condemned Mr Daley's comments, after reportedly putting pressure on NSW 
Labor to stand down their former leader so his controversy wouldn't overshadow the ALP's federal 
campaign.
'I did make it clear, though, that those comments shouldn't have been said,' he said.

The federal Labor leader, who has a WeChat account, took questions from Chinese voters about Mr Daley, 
refugee policy and China's rise as a global superpower.  

(Source: www.sbs.com.au)

15) Labor party talks about a new Parent temporary visa
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Update on which Parent visa applications in the queue are being processed for visas for 2018/19-
https://immi.homea�airs.gov.au/visas/getting-a-visa/vi-
sa-processing-times/family-visa-processing-priorities/parent-visas-queue-release-dates

(Source: DHA)

16) Parent visa waiting times

ADDRESS TO THE MIGRATION INSTITUTE OF AUSTRALIA REGIONAL CONFERENCE
ADELAIDE
FRIDAY, 29 MARCH 2019

First I would like to begin by acknowledging the Kaurna people of the Adelaide Plains, the traditional 
custodians of this land and pay my respects to the Elders both past and present.
Thanks to the Migration Institute of Australia for allowing me to speak yet again – in particular CEO Peter 
Vymys and National President John Hourigan as well as Bronwyn Markey who helped me be here today with 
you.
I also would like to welcome the Honourable Zoe Bettison MP – the South Australian Shadow Minister for 
Trade, Tourism & Investment.
Hopefully this is the very last time I speak to you as the “Shadow” Minister for Immigration.

I have spoken at MIA conferences on many occasions and I think that joke is pertinent but having been a 
member of the Labor Party since 1983 and a campaigner and Member of Parliament since 2007, elections 
are always tough, closely fought, and I don’t make that claim lightly.
Labor is acutely aware of the task that’s ahead of us – and the election we have to �ght to win.

Labor is steady, stable, and united – Bill and Tanya have done a great job and we have been that way for the 
past six years. We are focused on delivering a fair go for all Australians.
At the beginning of last year, we saw the promises of a “new” plan for regional migration begin to �ow from 
the current Government and into the media.
As the year unfolded, stories about regional migration were being drip-fed to newspapers as the Govern-
ment attempted to appease division in their own ranks.
Migration – particularly from overseas – swiftly became the scapegoat for pressure on infrastructure and 
essential services, tra�c congestion, and rising house prices.
One former Prime Minister was calling for the permanent migration intake to be slashed to a level which 
would destroy the Australian economy as we know it.
Migration is good for jobs and economic development; it’s good for our country.

17) Details of the new 5 year regional 491/494 visas
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Throughout last year, the likes of Peter Dutton, former Prime Minister Malcolm Turnbull, and even Scott 
Morrison as Treasurer were signalling they were working on a plan to overhaul Australia’s immigration 
system to shift people to the regions.

At the same time, the visa system passed through the hands of Peter Dutton, to Alan Tudge, to David 
Coleman in less than one year.
The uncertainty and instability of the current Government played out in the administration – the maladmin-
istration – of our immigration program.
It’s bad governance from a bad Government I would contend.
Last week – after 15 months and over 15 front page news stories spruiking regional migration – the Govern-
ment �nally released their migration plan.

Their illustrious and glorious plan included:
• A one percent reduction in permanent migration – from 162,000 last year to 160,000 this year;
• 23,000 places for regional visas with no further detail;
• A couple of Designated Area Migration Agreements – or DAMAs; and
• Extending the Temporary Graduate Visa for regional students by a year.

Whilst this announcement might be particularly underwhelming for many of the people in this room, we 
have to look to the problems that have been created behind the scenes by the Liberals.
Following the Government’s underwhelming announcement last week, it is worth pointing out there is 
already a permanent visa subclass available to encourage people to live in regional areas.
The Regional Sponsored Migration Scheme – or the RSMS.

The RSMS is a permanent residence visa for skilled workers who want to work in regional Australia. You know 
about it; you’ve worked with it.
It is only available for jobs in skills shortage – meaning there are no local workers who can ful�l those roles.
Despite the Government’s plans for two new regional visas with 23,000 places, the Liberals have abysmally 
failed at administering the RSMS.
Under the Liberals, processing times for this visa – like all visas – have ballooned out of control.

It can take up to two years to have these visas processed – preventing migrants from resettling in regional 
areas, even when they want to do so.
In 2017-18, the scheme saw just over 6,000 people resettled in regional Australia.

This was a 39 per cent decrease on the 2016-17 year – in which 10,000 people settled in regional Australia.
In fact, the Regional Sponsored Migration Scheme has slid backwards year-on-year since the Liberals were 
elected in 2013.
I’d like to highlight the demand for the scheme has not subsided.

As at 30 June 2018, the RSMS pipeline – people waiting for their applications to be processed – was over 
22,500 applications.
This was an increase of over 21 per cent compared to the pipeline as at 30 June 2017.

Scott Morrison has proposed 23,000 new visa places in regional Australia… but that’s currently the same 
number waiting to be processed under an existing scheme.
How are we supposed to place any credibility in the Government’s plans for regional migration given their 
abysmal track record?
The failures of the Liberals don’t stop there.

There are over 188,000 people on bridging visas in Australia – waiting for their applications to be processed.
There are almost 1.6 million temporary visa holders with work rights in Australia – but underemployment is 
at record highs and regions are crying out for access to skilled labour. What’s going wrong?
Visa processing times are inordinately long and you deal with it every day in your businesses.
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But the Liberals have announced they will privatise Australia’s visa processing system.
We’re opposed to it – Labor will not privatise the visa processing system in this country.

We won’t do it on national security grounds, we won’t do it because of safety of people’s information and we 
won’t do it because it will slash jobs. It’s not good.
I want experienced public servants who know what they’re doing, trained, who you know dealing with 
these processes – that’s the most important thing.
That’s in the national interest; not the interest of private pro�t.
That’s what Labor is all about – the national interest.

Given the Government’s failures, it doesn’t surprise me that local councils – and some State Governments – 
across Australia have turned their attention to DAMAs as if they are the silver bullet of immigration policy.
I think this is a symptom – or a chain reaction – of the current Government’s maladministration of Australia’s 
visa system.
In lieu of a properly administered immigration program, DAMAs have risen to the surface because they can 
be made, agreed to, and administered without any legislative changes.
In other words, we can’t stop them, we can’t amend them, we can’t make them ceases.

DAMAs have their place – and they should be one aspect of Australia’s migration program. They should not 
be the default of immigration in this country.
The two South Australian DAMAs announced last week received much fanfare and now I want them to have 
the proper scrutiny they deserve.
How are we supposed to consider the bene�ts of a Designated Area Migration Agreement if a State Govern-
ment is holding them hostage and won’t release them in full?
How are we supposed to know that the agreements aren’t undercutting local wages with malicious conces-
sions?

Are the agreements limited to jobs in skills shortage – or are they allowing for skilled visas to be issued for 
jobs that Australian workers could be doing?
Why won’t the Liberal Government here in South Australia or their Federal counterparts release the details of 
the DAMAs they have entered into?  What have they got to hide?
One thing we must ensure is that we are not pitting region-against-region.

DAMAs should not be a race to the bottom to undermine the wages and conditions of all workers.
Labor will never let DAMAs undermine the wages of migrant workers or Australian workers.
This is about making sure we can be fair to migrant workers – because being fair to migrant workers is good 
for all workers in Australia.
Local workers should always be given the �rst shot at local jobs.

This is one of the reasons why Labor will establish the Australian Skills Authority – an independent, labour 
market testing body which will determine genuine skills needs and restrict temporary work visas to those 
only areas.
The Australian Skills Authority will work with State and Local Governments, industry, unions, higher educa-
tion and TAFE sectors to determine which occupations will be listed on Labor’s Skills Shortage Occupations 
List.
For all skills on the visa list, a Labor Government will implement a plan and timeline to train su�cient 
Australians, with the aim over time to get as many of the occupations o� the list as possible.
The Australian Skills Authority will also identify circumstances preventing local workers from meeting 
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Australia’s skill needs – including in regional areas – and provide advice to the Government on skill 
bottle-necks.
The one thing I appreciate about South Australia is that everyone who calls this State home – particularly 
here in Adelaide – is focussed on the positives and bene�ts of migration.
Migration has built this country – it’s integral to the part of the Australian story.

Everyone’s families who have come to this country proudly calls this their home. Everyone who comes here 
has migrated from somewhere except for our First Nations people.
South Australians want the best for their state – and the State’s economy – and that is why responsibly 
growing the population of SA has become a focus.
This week the ABS released new data showing that from 2017 to 2018, capital city growth accounted for 
79% of Australia's total population growth.
Yesterday, The Australian reported there has been a 12 per cent rise in job vacancies over the past two years 
in cities and regional centres outside Sydney, Melbourne and southeast Queensland.
The Department of Infrastructure, Regional Development and Cities shows almost 60,000 jobs un�lled in the 
regions.

We need to be looking at ways to encourage people to be live in regional areas.
Regardless of whether it’s permanent or temporary migration – migration contributes billions upon billions 
to our economy each year.
We only have to look to how international education is thriving in Adelaide and more broadly in Australia, 
much to the envy of many other like-minded cities and countries.
Even in my home State of Queensland, international education is the second-largest services export.

There are always more ways we can be encouraging international students to come to established, credible, 
and respectable universities like you have here in South Australia.
I want to make clear that much more needs to be done to ensure international students are not being 
forced into breaching their visa conditions by unscrupulous employers.
The failure of the out-of-touch Abbott-Turnbull-Morrison Government to protect migrant workers under-
mines the integrity of Australia’s migration program and the wider labour market.
Migrant workers, including those on student visas, are some of the most vulnerable workers in Australia.

More than 90 per cent of migrant workers have su�ered appalling and inexcusable wage theft whilst 
working on a temporary visa in Australia with the scale of unpaid wages said to be over $1 billion.
Fewer than one in ten international students and backpackers have taken action to recover wages they were 
owed.
The Liberals have allowed migrant workers to su�er wage theft in silence for close to six years before releas-
ing their Migrant Workers’ Taskforce report on the eve of the election.
This wage theft doesn’t just damage migrant workers, but it undermines the wages of all Australian workers, 
citizens, and permanent residents.
Only Labor – and the values of our movement – is committed to ensuring the rights of all workers.

Not only does migration build our economy – it builds the society we want to live in and share with others.
Australia has always been – and should continue to be – a welcoming nation.
Anyone who claims otherwise or tries to perpetuate an “us versus them” mentality has no place in modern 
Australia.
No single measure is going to be enough to make sure our migration program helps encourage people 
settling in regional areas.
The setting of Australia’s immigration program and visa system must be continually assessed and amended 
as required.

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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These changes should come with consultation – particularly with industry – as we have all seen the e�ects 
of sudden or unexpected changes.
That means decisions made in consultation with you. Not just new policies dumped in your lap – like the 
457 visa changes in April 2017.
Knee-jerk changes or using the media to formulate policy will always lead to bad policy outcomes for 
Australia’s migration program.
I want to assure you, if elected, my door is always open – as it has been during this term of Opposition.

A Shorten Labor Government will always consult with you to ensure the integrity of Australia’s visa system 
and the best possible outcomes for our country’s immigration program.
Thanks for having me today.

(Source: MIA/ALP)
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Startups are being urged to take a second look at a skilled talent scheme that has failed to issue visas in its 
�rst months of existence.
StartupAus wrote to businesses last week asking them to consider the Global Talent Scheme "if you think 
your startup is going to need to hire people from overseas in the next few years".
CEO of industry lobby group StartupAUS Alex McCauley said visa programs take time to �lter through to 
founders. 

Businesses that apply for the global talent scheme program can then lodge applications for candidates to be 
granted four-year visas for sought-after talent who would otherwise only be able to stay in Australia for two 
years.

Last month, the e�ectiveness of the program was questioned after a freedom of information request 
revealed no visas had been issued in the �rst six months of the visa's one-year pilot. 
StartupAus chief executive Alex McCauley said visa policies take time to "�lter into consciousness" of the 
startup community.

"It's a critical need area for startups, but it's also hard to convince founders to take the time to solve �ve-year 
problems when they're usually focused on �ve-week problems," he said.
Businesses that sign up to the scheme before June 30 can enter labour agreements that will last for �ve 
years even if the scheme gets axed after the pilot, StartupAus said.
The visa is on o�er until at least the end of its pilot on July 1. The Labor opposition has its own policy, the 
SMART visa, a four-year option for those in the science, medicine, academia, research and tech sectors.
Shadow minister for the digital economy, Ed Husic, said besides this policy, Labor would soon "be announc-
ing reforms to improve the sector's access to digital talent".
General manager at Fintech Australia Rebecca Schot-Guppy says regardless of the visa policy on o�er, many 
�ntech businesses can't �nd or recruit the talent they need and complexity is rife.
"Examples overseas have shown that it's not enough for government to just introduce a policy. For it to be 
successful it needs to be promoted and encouraged by government. This includes listening to the commu-
nity and ensuring the processes involved in applying are straightforward and aren't too time-consuming," 
she said.

Ms Schot-Guppy said it was time policymakers started putting themselves in a "founder mindset" when 
designing these policies, including considering the time required for applications.
Others believe Australian startups should be looking closer to home to �ll tech recruitment roles.

"I used to agree that Australia had a lack of tech talent and that the only solution was to source more IT 
workers from overseas. Then, after starting a business helping connect tech talent with companies, I found 
this to be far from the truth," co-founder of IT solutions �rm TechDirect Paula Barry said.

The issue is more that upskilling doesn't happen when it is needed, she believes, meaning training policies 
should be front and centre for policymakers.
"The skills that many of our tech workers held as little as �ve years ago are now no longer relevant."
The government has been contacted for comment.

(Source: Sydney Morning Herald)

18) Startups for new South Australian visa
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The 2019 Federal Budget contains the following announcements and information related to the Depart-
ment of Home A�airs and the migration program.
VACs to increase
Base VACs for visa subclasses, except the Visitor Subclass 600, will increase by 5.4% from 1 July 2019 
No increase to second instalment VACs 
Expected to increase revenue by $275 million from 2018/19 to 2021/22 

VAC exemptions - INAS Games and T20 World Cup
Subclass 408 VACs waived for athletes and o�cials for the 2019 INAS Global Games in Brisbane 
VACs waived for competitors and o�cials for the International Cricket Council T20 World Cup 2020 

Skilling Australians Fund - lower revenue than forecast
The Skilling Australians Fund levy is forecast to collect $126 million less in the four years to 2022-23, than 
previously forecasted. This re�ects lower-than-expected demand for employer nominated visas 

Migration Program Planning level (previously announced)
Reduced to 160,000 for the next four years 
* Further details on the migration planning levels are provided in the article below
Skilled Migration Points Test - Secondary Skilled Migrants
From November 2019, points test will be adjusted to award additional points, to the primary applicants, 
where their partner has competent English, but cannot meet the requirements for skilled partner points 
Single applicants will also be awarded additional points to ensure they are not disadvantaged - how this will 
occur has not been detailed 

New Regional Visas (previously announced) - RSMS (Subclass 187) and Skilled Regional (Subclass 489) to go
The Skilled Work Regional (Provisional) and Skilled Employer Sponsored Regional (Provisional) visas will be 
introduced from 1 November 2019 
The RSMS (Subclass 187) and Skilled Regional (Subclass 489) will be discontinued 
'Enhanced' compliance activities will also be implemented for these visas 
* Further details on these new regional visas is provided in the article below
Extension of Temporary Graduate (Subclass 485) visa for regional graduates (previously announced)
An additional 12 month second post-study work visa for international graduates providing a total of three 
years 
* Further details on these new regional visas is provided in the article below
Destination Australia Program - Regional study for international students (previously announced)
Scholarships for international and domestic students to study in regional Australia for higher education or 
vocational education quali�cations 

Trades Recognition Australia - Full cost recovery (previously announced) 
Fees for skills assessments related to migration, employment and licensing will be collected by TRA and be 
fully recovered 

19) Migration changes in the April 2019 Federal Budget 

CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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Work and Holiday Visa Cap Increased - Indonesia
Annual cap for WHV (Subclass 462) for Indonesian citizens will be increased from 2,500 to 5,000 over the six 
years to 2014/25 

Better Targeting of Support for Refugees (previously announced)
Newly arrived refugees only required to enter into Jobactive services after receiving income support for 12 
months, an increase of 6 months from the previous requirement 
Designed to assist refugees to focus on settlement and language assistance during that 12 month period 
Full Jobactive access will be provided to refugees who seek to use its services on a voluntary basis anytime 
from arrival, provided they are eligible for Jobactive. 

Regional Processing Arrangements - Christmas Island
$178.9 million allocated to transfer IMAs from Nauru and PNG to Christmas Island for medical treatment 
Any IMAs on Christmas Island will be returned to Nauru and PNG and the Christmas Island Immigration 
Detention Centre will be closed by 1 July 2019 

Regional Processing Arrangements - Independent Health Advice Panel (IHAP)
$8 million funding allocated to the IHAP for monitor, assess and report on the physical and mental health of 
transitory person in regional processing countries and the standards of health services being provided to 
them 

Better Distribution of Medical Practitioners
Extends 2018-19 Visas for General Practitioners - targeting areas of doctor shortage to reduce the planning 
target by a further 155 overseas trained doctors 

(Source: MIA)



Review on the Temporary work visa system (482s etc) has �nished and here are their major recommenda-
tions ...

https://www.aph.gov.au/~/media/Committees/legcon_ctte/SkilledVisaSystem/Report.pdf

Recommendations
Recommendation 1
2.95 The committee recommends that the Australian Government continue to monitor the trajectory of visa 
applications and grants under the Temporary
Skills Shortage (Subclass 482) visa over the next six months, with a view to making any necessary adjust-
ments to the overall settings for this visa subclass
in 2020.
Recommendation 2
2.100 The committee recommends that the Australian Government increase the Temporary Skilled Migra-
tion Income Threshold (TSMIT) to a minimum of at least $62,000, and mandate that the rate of the TSMIT be 
indexed annually in line with the average full-time wage.
Recommendation 3
2.105 The committee recommends that the Department of Home A�airs review and update its policies 
regarding health assessments of temporary visa holders,
to ensure that visa applications will not be rejected on health grounds in cases where there is no possibility 
of health and social services costs accruing to the
Commonwealth or state and territory governments.
Recommendation 4
3.83 The committee recommends that the Australian Government publish, in future updates to the skilled 
migration occupation lists, its reasons for including
new occupations, moving occupations between the di�erent lists, or removing occupations altogether that 
were included in previous iterations of the lists.
Recommendation 5
3.89 The committee recommends that the Australian Bureau of Statistics prioritise its review of the ANZSCO 
framework.
Recommendation 6
3.91 The committee recommends that the current skills assessment regime for the skilled visa system be 
strengthened by:
• ensuring all testing is performed by an appropriate industry body and not by immigration o�cials;
• guaranteeing that workers who currently require an occupational license must successfully complete a 
skills and technical assessment undertaken
by a Registered Training Organisation approved by Trades Recognition Australia before being granted a visa;
• introducing a risk based approach to assess and verify that workers are appropriately skilled for occupations 
that do not require an occupational licence; and
• introducing a minimum sampling rate of visas issued in order to verify that migrant workers are actually 
performing the work the employer has
sponsored them to perform.

20) TSS 482 Review recommendations
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Recommendation 7
3.96 The committee recommends that the Australian Government consider the establishment of a new 
independent tripartite authority to provide advice and
recommendations to government on skilled migration issues.
Recommendation 8
4.85 The committee recommends that the Australian Government introduce more stringent evidentiary 
requirements for labour market testing to ensure that
the intent of labour market testing arrangements is achieved and Australian employment opportunities are 
protected.
Recommendation 9
4.88 The committee recommends that the Australian Government resolve not to enter into any future free 
trade agreements that would involve labour market
testing waivers.
Recommendation 10
4.92 The committee recommends that the Australian Government undertake a review of the use and 
e�ectiveness of labour agreements under Australia's skilled migration program, and implement any neces-
sary changes to ensure that:
• labour agreements are only entered into where there is publicly demonstrated evidence of a genuine skills 
shortage that cannot be addressed by the Australian workforce;
• all relevant stakeholders are genuinely consulted during the process of �nalising labour agreements and 
provided with appropriate feedback in relation to concerns raised; and
• the Department of Home A�airs' reasons for entering into a labour agreement (or a renewal of any labour 
agreement) are made publicly available.
Recommendation 11
5.62 The committee recommends that the Australian Government guarantee adequate, additional funding if 
the income from Skilling Australians Fund levies
does not meet the needs of industry and the vocational education sector to provide high-quality training to 
apprentices and trainees.
Recommendation 12
5.72 The committee recommends that the Australian Government commit to increasing overall funding 
levels for TAFE and vocational education and support
a comprehensive and thorough commission of inquiry into Australia's post-secondary education system.
Recommendation 13
5.74 The committee recommends that the Australian Government consider ways in which to encourage 
better information sharing between industry, vocational education and training providers, and potential 
students in order to encourage student uptake and local employment in industries experiencing skills 
shortages.
Recommendation 14
5.79 The committee recommends that the Department of Education and Training be required to present a 
report to Parliament bi-annually on the progress of the National Partnership Agreement on the Skilling 
Australians
Fund and the extent to which it is achieving the outcome of addressing skills shortages in the Australian 
labour market.
Recommendation 15
5.81 The committee recommends that the Australian Government work with the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics and the National Centre for Vocational Education and Research to investigate and establish a 
research instrument to enable analysis of employer investment in the development and training of their 
workforces.
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Recommendation 16
6.68 The committee recommends that the Australian Government implement all recommendations from 
the Report of the Migrant Workers' Taskforce as soon as practicable.
Recommendation 17
6.69 The committee recommends that the Australian Government increase funding for Taskforce Cade-
na—or a similar taskforce—to ensure that the Taskforce is adequately resourced.
Recommendation 18
6.70 The committee recommends that the Australian Government require that employers pay wages for 
temporary visa holders into an Australian bank
account.
Recommendation 19
6.71 The committee recommends that the Australian Government propose amendments to the relevant law 
to make it unlawful for temporary visa workers,
including persons on student visas and working holiday visas, to apply for or to hold, an Australian Business 
Number (ABN).
Recommendation 20
6.72 The committee recommends that the Australian Government consider amending the Fair Work Act 
2009 and the Migration Act 1958 to grant unions
standing, where appropriate, to commence civil actions for breaches of those Acts in relation to visa work 
conditions.
Recommendation 21
6.73 The committee recommends that the Australian Government ensure that unions have standing to 
complain to the Fair Work Ombudsman or the
Department of Home A�airs about concerns relating to the exploitation of temporary visa workers, even if 
that worker is not a union member.

(Source: Federal Parliament)



Police clearance requirements for Retiree (405/410) visa renewal applications - 
The Department of Home A�airs places signi�cant importance on the penal checking process as it assists to 
mitigate risks to the Australian community and maintain the integrity of the border and migration program. 
The revised streamlined process around the roll-over provisions of the Investor Retirement (subclass 405) 
and the Retirement (subclass 410) visas is: 
Where a subclass 405 or subclass 410 visa holder is applying for a ‘roll-over’ visa, and the overseas penal 
certi�cates provided as part of their previous application have expired, applicants will be requested to 
provide penal certi�cates from any country in which they have spent a CONSECUTIVE two months in the 
past ten years. This applies only where there is no other information available to visa processing o�cers 
indicating the applicant may be of character concern. Where there is information indicating a possible 
character concern, visa processing o�cers must request penal certi�cates from any country the applicant 
has spent a CUMULATIVE two months in the past ten years. 
Where an applicant has provided a National Police Check (NPC) from the AFP previously that has since 
expired, applicants will be required to provide a new NPC as per normal procedure. 
We have advised the processing o�ce of this change and are now updating our website information.

(Source: DHA/BEIRA)

21) Police Clearances for retiree 405/410 visa 
renewal applicants

Criteria for the new 870 visa published –
https://immi.homea�airs.gov.au/visas/bringing-someone/bring-
ing-partner-or-family/�ve-year-temporary-sponsored-parents-visa

The instrument explaining the salary required for the new Temporary Sponsored Parent visa has been 
released. It shows sponsors need an income of at least $83,454.80 per year
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/F2019L00542

22) Criteria for the new 870 Temporary 
sponsored parent visa
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Changes to the points test from November 2019 –
The amendments introduce a revised points system for the subclass 491 visa as well as existing General 
Skilled Migration (489,189,190) visas. Points are awarded for attributes that are linked with the applicant’s 
ability to make the greatest economic contribution, as the key purpose of the skilled migration program is to 
maximise the economic bene�ts of migration to Australia.

The changes to the points test are to introduce:
· more points for having a skilled spouse or de facto partner (10 points);
· more points for applicants nominated by a State or Territory government or sponsored by a family member 
residing in regional Australia (15 points);
· more points for having certain STEM quali�cations (10 points);
· points for applicants who do not have a spouse or de facto partner (10 points); and
· points for applicants with a spouse or de facto partner who has competent English (5 points).
 
To later obtain Permanent Residence (visa 191) you will need to :
– hold a regional provisional visa when they apply for the Subclass 191 visa, and have held that visa for at 
least three years;
– have earned a minimum income for at least three years as the holder of a regional provisional visa; and
– have complied with the conditions of the regional provisional visa.
 
There will be a NEW ordering system for ALL points test applicants as follows … 
If all other points claims are equal, invitations for points tested visas will be ranked by the Migration Points 
Test as described below:
· First – primary applicants with a skilled spouse or de facto partner
· Equal First – primary applicants without a spouse or de facto partner
· Second – Primary applicants with a spouse or de facto partner who can demonstrate competent English 
but does not have the skills for skilled partner points (age and skills)
· Third – Primary applicants with a partner who is ineligible for either competent English or Skilled partner 
points. These applicants will be ranked below all other cohorts, if all other points claims are equal.

Other Notes
If you are granted this New Regional visa you cannot be granted any other permanent visa of any skilled 
category for 3 years.
You are free to move to other states but you must reside in Regional Australia until qualifying for Permanent 
Residence

23) Changes to the points test (all categories) from 
16th November 2019
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(Source: DHA and Iscah summary)



Family sponsors need to be approved BEFORE a visa application can be lodged - 
Family Violence and Other Measures Act - 17 April 2019 commencement proclaimed 
https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/F2019N00035/Download
Then things were delayed - 
Partner visa changes requiring sponsorship approval before a visa lodged is NOT going ahead now on the 
17th April 2019 ...
The MIA has been provided with the following information by the Department:
The Migration Amendment (Family Violence and Other Measures) Bill 2016, passed by Parliament on 28 
November 2018, will provide a framework to separate sponsorship assessments from visa application 
assessments for Family visas.

The separate sponsorship framework will �rst be implemented in the new Sponsored Parent (Temporary) 
visa which will be open for sponsorship applications from 17 April 2019.
Further regulation and system changes are required for the new framework to apply to other visas. At this 
stage, there is no timeframe for expansion of the new sponsorship framework to other family visas and 
therefore the current arrangements for existing visas, including partner visas, will continue to operate from 
17 April 2019.

(Source: DHA and MIA)

24) Family sponsors (partners etc) need sponsorship �rst
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New Skilled Work Regional visas and changes to the migration program planning level are some of the 
impacts for migration and BSMQ from the Federal Budget 2019.
On 2 April the Federal Government delivered its 2019 budget. What do the budget’s initiatives and other 
recent announcements mean for migration in the year ahead?

• The RSMS (Subclass 187) and Skilled Regional (Subclass 489) will be discontinued.
• New Skilled Work Regional (Provisional) and Skilled Employer Sponsored Regional (Provisional) visas 
will be introduced from 16 November 2019.

• The Temporary Graduate (Subclass 485) visa for regional graduates (previously announced) will be 
extended – an additional 12-month second post-study work visa for international graduates providing a 
total of 3 years will be introduced from 2021.
• Base VACs for visa subclasses (excluding Visitor Subclass 600) will increase by 5.4% from 1 July 2019.
• The Migration Program Planning level will be reduced to 160,000 permanent places per year for the 
next 4 years.

How do these changes a�ect BSMQ?
The biggest change a�ecting BSMQ is the discontinuation of the Subclass 489 visa and the introduction of 
the Skilled Work Regional (Provisional) visa from 16 November 2019.
The new Skilled Work Regional (Provisional) visa will be valid for 5 years (instead of 4 under the current 
Subclass 489) and an applicant will need to be living and working in a regional area for 3 years (instead of 
living in regional Queensland for 2 years and working for 1 as currently). This visa will be subject to priority 
processing and enhanced compliance activities will also be implemented.
For FY2019-20 Queensland has negotiated an increase in the number of nomination allocations across both 
the business and skilled programs. Our programs will re-open with new quota in the new �nancial year (July 
2019).

(Source: Queensland State government)

30) Changes to WA graduate list
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DHA had a skill select round overnight and the results are not good.
It looks like 300 or less invitations and as such there is very little data to create this rounds table. However we 
have and it is below.
It makes sense to assume 60% were Pro Rata invites and 40% Non Pro Rata invites as in previous rounds.

It is logical to have a low number of invites given this program year it is already 22,620 invitations in just 9 
months. Where as the whole of 2017/18 was just 15,600. Still disappointing though.
To produce our results we collect data from our own clients, online forums, other online sources, and 
feedback from our FB and newsletter followers. As well as using mathematical logical assumptions we know 
in the past to be correct.
 
If you aware of any more recent invites for any of these occupations please email us at query@iscah.com 
with some details so that we can see if this table can be updated over the next 24-48 hours.
SO COME BACK AND CHECK for updates

(Please note it is highly likely there are more recent invites we are unaware of … this is just the best we know 
so far)

26) Iscah uno�cial skill select (189) results from 
11th April 2019
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Here are Iscah’s latest estimates of how long we think you will have to wait for a 189 invitation from TODAY – 
11th April 2019. Depending on when you lodged your EOI, what the e�ect date is and the occupation.

These may not turn out to be DoHA settings, we are just trying to give a rough estimate in this age of 
uncertainty. If their policies change .. WE WILL CHANGE OUR ESTIMATES ACCORDINGLY
Our main assumptions are based on

– We think DOHA will invite around 300 EOIs in May and June 2019
– These numbers to be split 60% for Pro rata occupations and 40% for NON Pro Rata occupations
– From July 2019 we are estimating around 1130 invitations per round on average
– This is 18,652 for the program year. Less 2000 for New Zealand citizens, divided by 1.6 for family members, 
and allowing for a 30% invite wastage rate.

27) Estimates on when you will get your 189 Visa invitation
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The Bridging Program for overseas registered nurses will soon be replaced by an Outcomes-Based Assess-
ment. Here's a breakdown from an expert of what you need to know. 
Language English 

Registered migration agent Elaine Caguioa of Seek Migration said that the changes to the nursing pathway 
in Australia will take e�ect in mid-2019 as announced by the Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia last 
year.

What’s changing?
1. The Bridging Program will be phased out
According to Ms Caguioa, the Bridging Program will be phased out and will be replaced by a di�erent kind 
of assessment on the second half of this year.

2. The Bridging Program is still in e�ect until changes are implemented
At this stage, the Bridging Program is still in e�ect and they are still giving referrals for the said program 
although most of the Bridging Program providers are full and they are not having their accreditations 
renewed.
Ms Caguioa adds that a large number of nurses are on the waiting list to do the Bridging Program and there 
has been a lot of uncertainty in terms of what’s going to happen to them.
“There are many nurses on a long waiting list and Colleges think that they’re going to run some of the 
bridging programs as of March or April this year but come June onwards, the Nursing and Midwifery Board 
think that it will all change,” she said.
Implementation dates are yet to be announced by the Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia.

3. Bridging Program will be replaced by an Outcomes-Based Assessment
In the previous process, registered nurses from overseas have to undergo a 3-month Bridging Program 
before they can become a registered nurse in Australia and apply for permanent residency. But with the 
change, nurses will now have to take an Outcomes-Based Assessment instead of a Bridging Program.

What is an Outcomes-Based Assessment?
Previously, the 3-month Bridging Program is used to build the gap because the bachelor of nursing in the 
Philippines is not equivalent to the Bachelor of nursing in Australia. However, instead of a 3-month course, 
nurses will now have to do an exam.
Under the OBA, overseas nurses will be assessed base on cognitive and behavioural component, and 
previous quali�cations and experiences.
Further information in the OBA model will be provided later in 2019. 

Nursing pathways in Australia
1. Bridging Program until the Outcomes-Based Assessment is implemented mid of 2019
AHPRA, the agency in charge of the registration is still giving referrals for the Bridging Program until changes 
will be implemented mid-2019.
As of now, overseas nurses can still avail the Bridging Program but there is a long waiting list for nurses and 
some providers are already full.

2. Study Bachelor's degree of Nursing in Australia
For those who have done the Bachelor of Nursing in the Philippines but are not practising and have not 
practised as a registered nurse,  the pathway still remains available for them to do the degree in Australia.
Students will gain credits for what they’ve already studied in another country, instead of taking a 3-year 
Bachelor's degree they will be able to �nish it within 1 and a half years.

(Source: www.sbs.com.au)

28) Changes to Nursing skills assessments from mid 2019
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After years of campaigning for the new temporary parent visa so overseas grandparents can come to 
Australia for longer, many say they now feel excluded.
Melbourne couple Inderdeep and Harpreet Sandhu were looking forward to Australia's new temporary 
parent visa, so their parents in India could spend more time with their three children.
Now, they say, they have been left wanting.

“It is absolutly unfair because what the initial terms and conditions promised were ... they have not been 
stuck to,” Mr Sandhu told SBS News. 
The new subclass 870 Sponsored Parent (Temporary) visa, which opens for applications on 17 April, allows 
grandparents to visit their families in Australia and will cost $5,000 and $10,000 for a three-year and �ve-year 
visa respectively and will be subject to an annual cap of 15,000.

But families can only sponsor one set of parents who must have their own health insurance and will be able 
to renew the visa only once, meaning parents are permitted to stay in Australia for a total of 10 years.
The Sandus, now Australian citizens, arrived in Australia in 2007.  Their youngest two children were born 
here. 
Their respective parents have been to Australia on the visitor visa in the past which permits a continuous 
stay of one year at a time, but they were looking forward to being reunited for longer. 
“For us, this visa means a lot, our culture is such that we have always been used to having joint families and 
to having our elders around us.”
Our culture is such that we have always been used to having our elders around us.

Inderdeep Sandhu is in remission after a battle with breast cancer.

The new visa was committed to by the Turnbull government during the 2016 federal election, after a 
lengthy campaign from migrant communities. In particular, Indian migrant Arvind Duggal, who founded the 
Long Stay Visa for Parents committee which led the charge. 

Mr Duggal says migrant communities in Australia deserve fairer terms than the new three and �ve-year 
parent visas o�er. 
“They are trying to make money from the grandparents visiting their kids, which is un-Australian and unethi-
cal.”
They are trying to make money from the grandparents visiting their kids, which is un-Australian.

The federal government has back�ipped on a number of key commitments it had made during the 
campaign including signalling there would be no cap on visa numbers, then capping the visa at 15,000 
places annually, as well as charging substantive fees. 

The new visa starts from $5,000, up to $20,000 depending on the length of stay. In comparison, a visitor visa 
which permits up to a one-year stay in Australia costs $140 to apply. 

Permenent parent visas
Permanent migration visas for parents of migrants are di�cult to obtain.
The “contributory” parent visa costs $47,120 per person with an average wait time of 45 months and the 
“non-contributory” parent visa will require a waiting period of more than 30 years with a cost of around 
$6,000.
The Sandus have numerous siblings living in India, so neither of the permanent migration options are 
available to them as they do not pass the “balance of family” test.
They are also ineligible under the visa as it requires a family income threshold of $83,455.

29) media article – new Parent visa UNFAIR
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“$80,000 income for a single person like me is quite hard, so we won't be eligible for this visa at all,” Mr 
Sandhu says.
Ms Sandhu is in remission after a battle with breast cancer and has had to quit her job.  

"If I had the long-term visa it would have been a great help to me and my family because I have three young 
kids and it's so hard to manage my health, their lives along with mine," she says. 

Priced out
Married Sydney couple, Arron Ji and Olivia Zhu arrived in Australia in 2017 and are permanent residents.  
Mrs Zhu gave birth to the couple's second daughter last year and their parents live in China. 
They say the fees for the new temporary visa will mean they are going to be priced out.

“We are children from low-income families and so we don't have high salaries, if we apply for the three-year 
visa, we need to pay $5,000, for us it is quite a bit of pressure," says Mr Ji. 
"When my dad �rst found out about the visa, he was really excited but once he found out about the exact 
details he decided against applying for it and said he would go for the holiday visa instead."   
They had hoped to bring their parents to Australia on a semi-permanent basis to help out with childcare, so 
that Mrs Zhu can return back to work. 
"It would be a massive help to have our parents here, we have jobs that can be high pressure in nature and 
there is a lot of things to take care of from a day to day perspective as well," says Mr Ji. 
It would be a massive help to have our parents here, we have jobs that can be high pressure.

Melbourne based migration agent Kirk Yan recently conducted informal WeChat surveys on the new visa 
and found many people were either not eligible to apply or could not a�ord the visa.
“Around 70 to 80 per cent who are interested in applying for this visa say they may not be eligible to apply 
due to the sponsor requirements,” he says. 
A spokesperson from the Department of Home A�airs told SBS News the new visa was designed after 
extensive public consultation and the income threshold is to ensure sponsors have su�cient resources to 
support their parents.

Immigration Minister David Coleman says it was the government and not the Labor Party that introduced 
this new migration pathway into law. 
"The new visa will help thousands of Australian families, and it’s been successfully introduced by the govern-
ment despite ongoing opposition from the Labor Party," Mr Coleman told SBS News.  
"This new visa is just one of many initiatives the Morrison Government has put in place to ensure migrants 
are supported." 

In November last year, the Coalition passed laws which made changes to the temporary sponsored visas for 
parents, without Labor’s support.
Labor argued the legislation had terms the party did not agree with, such as limiting the visa to one set of 
parents per household.

In recent weeks, the Labor party has been critical of the Coalition's policy on this visa and have taken to 
Chinese 'super app' WeChat to attack it, calling it "a joke". 
Labor is expected to announce its policy on the temporary parent visa during the election campaign.

(Source: www.sbs.com.au)
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Visa subclass

Current round
Invitations issued on 10 March 2019
The table below shows the number of invitations issued in the SkillSelect invitation round on 10 March 2019.

Still 1500 places which given the VERY slow movement in dates means either more wasted invites or more people 
scrambling to a higher score. The only noticeable change was 25 places were taken o� 2631 Computer Network Profes-
sionals and given to Non Pro rata occupations in the March round. Our latest March predictions at this stage still stand. As 
although there were a larger number of invites than we expected, the very slow movement shows that is counter 
balanced by wasted invites and more people getting to 80/85 points

During 2018-19 program year the following numbers of invitations have been issued:
10 March 2019 results
The following graph shows the points for clients who were invited to apply in the 10 March 2019 round.

Skilled - Independent (subclass 189)

Skilled Regional (provisional) visa (subclass 489)

Numbers

1,490

10
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Invitation process and cut o� points
The highest ranked clients by points score are invited to apply for the relevant visa. For clients who have equal points 
scores, the time at which they reached their points score for that subclass (referred to as the date of e�ect) determines 
their order of invitation. Expressions of Interest with earlier dates of e�ect are invited before later dates.

ID Description

2211

2212

Accountants

Auditors, Company Secretaries 
and Corporate Treasurers

Date of e�ect

9/03/2019  9:33 pm

19/07/2018  3:15 pm

Points score

2611 ICT Business and  System Analysts 9/10/2018  5:07 pm75

85

80

2334 Electronics Engineer 7/12/2018  1:09 am75

2335 Industrial, Mechanical and Production Engineers 24/02/2019  1:29 am75

2613 Software and Applications Programmers 13/02/2019  7:00 pm

08/03/2019  2:15 am

75

2339 Other Engineering Professionals 06/11/2018  11:23 pm75

2631 Computer Network Professionals 75

Visa subclass

Skilled - Independent (subclass 189)

Skilled - Regional Provisional (subclass 489)

Date of e�ect

8/03/2019  5:50 am

9/03/2019  8:30 am

Min Points Score

75

85

Point scores and the dates of e�ect cut o� for the pro rata occupations in the 10 March 2019 invita-
tion round.

Due to high levels of demand, and in keeping with previous years, the below occupation groups will be 
subject to pro rata arrangements to ensure availability of invitations across the program year.
SkillSelect �rst allocates available places to Skilled – Independent visas (subclass 189) and then the remain-
ing to Skilled – Regional (Provisional) visas (subclass 489). If all places are taken up by subclass 189 visas then 
there will be no invitations issued for subclass 489 visas in these occupations.

(Source: DHA)
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iscah.migration
iscahmigration
iscah.com

Phone: 08 9353 3344 
Fax: 61-8-9353 3350
E-mail: newsletter@iscah.com

Iscah Migration
Suite 14 (Kewdale Business Park)
133 Kewdale Road, Kewdale
Perth Western Australia, 6105
PO Box 75 Welshpool BC 6986

Steven O’Neill  (Iscah Manager - MARN 9687267)

Registered Migration Agent 9687267

OK folks, see you all on Monday 20th May – 
when hopefully we will have a new 
Federal government

Keep well


